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Astrological Particulars

SagittariusSun-sign (Western) :
3Decanate :

VIFace :
Moon-sign (Western) : Libra
Ascdt-sign (Western) : Libra

Term-exchange :

Term-lord of Sun : Mars
VenusTerm-lord of Moon :

Western Astrological Particulars

MithunaRashi :
BhadraMasa :
5,10,15Tithi :
SaturdayVara :
ShravanaNakshatra :
1Prahar :
MeenaLagna :
SukarmanS S Yoga :
KoulavaKarana:

Ghatak Chakra Avakahada Chakra

CharaKarana Class :

SoubhagyaSurya Siddhanta Yoga :
Rajju (Prone part) : Kantha

Nadi (Health) : Adi(Vata)

Yoni (Nature) : Buffalo(F)
Varna (Ego development) : Vaishya
Gana (Spiritual inclination) : Deva

Tatwa Lord : Mars
Tatwa (Element) : Agni

Vedha (Incompatibility with) : Shatavisha

Vashya (Compatibility) : DwiPada

Vihanga (Symbol) : Vayasa

Madhya(Pitta)Nadi-pada (Constitution) :

ShaaAdyakshara (First letter) :

Karana Lord : Vasudeva

KrishnaPaksha :
NavamiTithi (Moon's elongation) :
RiktaTithi Class :

GarijaKarana (Half-Tithi) :

VirgoLagna (Ascendant) :
MercuryLagna Lord :
VirgoRashi (Moon-sign) :

Nakshatra Charan : 2
Nakshatra-lord : Moon
Nakshatra (Constellation) : Hastha
Rashi Lord : Mercury

Tithi Lord : Sun

SwarnaPaya (Posture) :
HemantaRitu (Season) : 
PoushaMasa (Month) :

( Mars, Sat ), ( Merc, Ven 
), ( Ven, Merc ), ( Sat, 
Mars )

05:24:18PMSun Set Time :

07:11:51AMSun Rise Time :

N.C.Lahiri (023:29:36)Aynamsha :

01:23:52 hrsLocal Mean Time :

07:09:19 hrsSidreal Time :

-00:21:07 hrsLMT Correction :

20:15:00 hrsGMT at Birth :

00:00:00 hrsWar/Daylight Corr.:

Date of Birth : 18 December 1973 
(Wednesday)

Time of Birth : 01:45:00AM

Place of Birth : New Delhi , INDIA

Latitude : 028:39:00N

Longitude : 077:13:00E

Time Zone : -05:30:00 hrs

Sample

SaturnPlanet of TOB :

MarsPlanet of DOB :
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Sample

Mercury

Jupiter

Mercury

Saturn

Saturn

Mars

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Mercury

Sign L. KarakaNak L.

Dara

Bhratri

Jnyati

Atma

Amatya

Matri

Apatya

Moon

Ketu

Moon

Ketu

Mercury

Moon

Moon

Rahu

Ketu

Mars

OtherNakshtra(Part)DegreeSignPlanets

Neutral's HouseMrigashira (4)005:10:34Ketu

Moola (2)005:10:34Rahu

Aridra (1)008:12:33Saturn

Shravana (1)013:00:16Venus

Shravana (3)017:56:38Jupiter

Jyestha (1)019:51:24Mercury

Ashwini (2)004:42:17Mars

Hastha (2)016:01:04Moon

Hastha (4)

002:15:49Sun Moola (1)

021:41:09Ascendant Virgo

Sagittarius

Virgo

Aries

Scorpio

Capricorn

Capricorn

Gemini

Sagittarius

Gemini

Neutral's House

Friend's House

Own Nakshtra

Mool-Trikona

Own Nakshtra

Neutral's House

Friend's House

Neutral's House

Friend's House

----

Dir

Dir

Dir

Dir

Dir

Dir

Retro

Retro

Retro

Dir.

Janma Lagna Kundali

Planetary Positions & Dispositions from Vedic Astrology

Planets OtherSlept OtherVirP.LuckyFixed H.EffectHL ofHouse
Sun Good House        Planet124

Moon Good HouseYes      Planet111
Mars Bad House      YesPlanet8, 38

Mercury Bad HouseYes  Yes  Planet10, 13
Jupiter Good House      YesPlanet4, 75
Venus Yes      Sign9, 25
Saturn Good House    YesYesPlanet5, 610
Rahu Good House  Yes    Sign4

Planetary Positions & Dispositions from Lal-Kitab

10 Sign       Yes Good HouseKetu

Lagna Kundali of Lal-Kitab

With Malefic

Eclipsed

---

---

---

With Benefic

With Benefic

Eclipsed

With Malefic

With Malefic

Other

Luck Activator

Positions of Houses from Lal-Kitab

Situated PlanetsHouse N. Lord Slept Exalted Debl.Fix House
MarsMoon Mars1 Sun SaturnSun
MoonVenus2 MoonJupiter

MercuryMerc Mercury3 Rahu KetuMars
MoonSun, Rahu Moon4 Jupiter MarsMoon
SunJup, Ven Sun5   Jupiter
KetuMercury6 Yes Merc,Rahu Ven,KetuMerc,Ketu

VenusVenus7 SaturnVen,Merc
MoonMars Mars8 MoonMars,Sat

SaturnJupiter9 Ketu RahuJupiter
SaturnSat, Ketu Saturn10 Mars JupiterSaturn
JupiterSaturn11 Saturn
RahuJupiter12 Ven,Ketu Merc,RahuJupiter

Yes

Yes

Sun Yes
Moon

Comp.PltKayam

12
11

10

9
8

7

6
5

4

3
2

1

Moo
Mer

Sun
Rah

Jup
Ven

Mar

Sat

Ket

Asc
5

4

3

2
1

12

11
10

9

8
7

6

Moo
Mer

Sun
Rah

Jup
Ven

Mar

Sat

Ket
02:15

16:01

04:42

19:51

17:56

13:00

08:12
05:10

05:10

21:41Asc
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Moon's Kundali Moon's Kundali From Lal-Kitab

Ketu
Rahu

Saturn
Venus
Jupiter
Mercury

Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu
Frnd Frnd Ntr Frnd Enm Enm Enm Ntr

Frnd Ntr Frnd Ntr Ntr Ntr Ntr Enm
Frnd Frnd Enm Frnd Ntr Ntr Ntr Enm
Frnd Enm Ntr Ntr Frnd Ntr Frnd Ntr
Frnd Frnd Frnd Enm Enm Ntr Ntr Ntr
Enm Enm Ntr Frnd Ntr Frnd Enm Frnd
Enm Enm Enm Frnd Ntr Frnd Frnd Ntr
Enm Ntr Enm Frnd Ntr Enm Frnd Frnd
Ntr Enm Enm Ntr Ntr Frnd Ntr Frnd

Frinend & Enemy Chart From Lal Kitab

Serious IllnessSaturn-Ketu 
Type

Jupiter + 
Venus

Effects on LifeFixed 
Planet

Masnui 
Planet

DescriptionHousePlanet
One toils saving for others, secret wealth for children.4Sun
Wealth, pure milk till mother is alive.1Moon
Death trap, place of hanging.8Mars
Extremely malefic.3Mercury
Master of the human behavior, master of knowledge but bamboo of fire.5Jupiter
A family full of children.5Venus
Plain writing paper.10Saturn
Religious but worried about wealth.4Rahu
Loyal towards his country.5Venus + Jupiter

Dasha Balance at Birth-Moon  :  5 y.5 m.25 d.

Vimshottari Dasha

Saturn Antara 
13:06:2020  to  16:06:2023

 Mars  06:06:2022
 Moon  07:03:2022
 Sun  11:01:2022
 Venus  12:07:2021
 Ketu  09:05:2021
 Mercury  04:12:2020
 Saturn  13:06:2020
Pratyantar From.....From.....Antara

 16:12:2032 Mars
 17:05:2031 Moon
 04:06:2030 Sun
 04:04:2027 Venus
 24:02:2026 Ketu
 16:06:2023 Mercury

 Saturn  13:06:2020

Saturn Dasha 
13:06:2020 to 13:06:2039

Grah Dasha

13:06:2039 to 13:06:205617 y.0 m.0  Mercury 
13:06:2020 to 13:06:203919 y.0 m.0  Saturn 
13:06:2004 to 13:06:202016 y.0 m.0  Jupiter 
13:06:1986 to 13:06:200418 y.0 m.0  Rahu Dasha
13:06:1979 to 13:06:19867 y.0 m.0  Mars Dasha
18:12:1973 to 13:06:19795 y.5 m.25 

SN
 Moon Dasha

Duration From......
1
2
3
4
5
6

12
11

10

9
8

7

6
5

4

3
2

1

Mar
Sat

Ket

Moo

Mer

Sun
Rah

Jup

Ven

Asc
5

4

3

2
1

12

11
10

9

8
7

6

Moo
Mer

Sun
Rah

Jup
Ven

Mar

Sat

Ket

Asc
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Sample

ÜæÜ ç·ÌæÕ ¼³ææ

Saturn Dasha 6 Year
Rahu 18:12:1973 -- 18:12:1975

Mercury 18:12:1975 -- 18:12:1977
Saturn 18:12:1977 -- 18:12:1979

Mars
Rahu Dasha 6 Year

18:12:1979 -- 18:12:1981
Ketu 18:12:1981 -- 18:12:1983
Rahu 18:12:1983 -- 18:12:1985

Saturn
Ketu Dasha 3 Year

18:12:1985 -- 18:12:1986
Rahu 18:12:1986 -- 18:12:1987
Ketu 18:12:1987 -- 18:12:1988

Ketu
Jupiter Dasha 6 Year

18:12:1988 -- 18:12:1990
Jupiter 18:12:1990 -- 18:12:1992

Sun 18:12:1992 -- 18:12:1994

Sun
Sun Dasha 2 Year

18:12:1994 -- 17:09:1995
Moon 17:09:1995 -- 18:06:1996
Mars 18:06:1996 -- 19:03:1997

Jupiter
Moon Dasha 1 Year

19:03:1997 -- 18:07:1997
Sun 18:07:1997 -- 17:11:1997

Moon 17:11:1997 -- 19:03:1998

Mars
Venus Dasha 3 Year

19:03:1998 -- 19:03:1999
Venus 19:03:1999 -- 18:03:2000
Mercury 18:03:2000 -- 19:03:2001

Mars
Mars Dasha 6 Year

19:03:2001 -- 19:03:2003
Saturn 19:03:2003 -- 19:03:2005
Venus 19:03:2005 -- 19:03:2007

Mercury
Mercury Dasha 2 Year

19:03:2007 -- 18:12:2007
Mars 18:12:2007 -- 17:09:2008

Jupiter 17:09:2008 -- 18:06:2009

Rahu
Saturn Dasha 6 Year

18:06:2009 -- 18:06:2011
Mercury 18:06:2011 -- 18:06:2013
Saturn 18:06:2013 -- 18:06:2015

Mars
Rahu Dasha 6 Year

18:06:2015 -- 18:06:2017
Ketu 18:06:2017 -- 18:06:2019
Rahu 18:06:2019 -- 18:06:2021

Saturn
Ketu Dasha 3 Year

18:06:2021 -- 18:06:2022
Rahu 18:06:2022 -- 18:06:2023
Ketu 18:06:2023 -- 18:06:2024

Ketu
Jupiter Dasha 6 Year

18:06:2024 -- 18:06:2026
Jupiter 18:06:2026 -- 18:06:2028

Sun 18:06:2028 -- 18:06:2030

Sun
Sun Dasha 2 Year

18:06:2030 -- 19:03:2031
Moon 19:03:2031 -- 18:12:2031
Mars 18:12:2031 -- 17:09:2032

Jupiter
Moon Dasha 1 Year

17:09:2032 -- 17:01:2033
Sun 17:01:2033 -- 19:05:2033

Moon 19:05:2033 -- 17:09:2033

Mars
Venus Dasha 3 Year

17:09:2033 -- 17:09:2034
Venus 17:09:2034 -- 17:09:2035
Mercury 17:09:2035 -- 17:09:2036

Mars
Mars Dasha 6 Year

17:09:2036 -- 17:09:2038
Saturn 17:09:2038 -- 17:09:2040
Venus 17:09:2040 -- 17:09:2042

Mercury
Mercury Dasha 2 Year

17:09:2042 -- 18:06:2043
Mars 18:06:2043 -- 18:03:2044

Jupiter 18:03:2044 -- 18:12:2044

Rahu
Saturn Dasha 6 Year

18:12:2044 -- 18:12:2046
Mercury 18:12:2046 -- 18:12:2048
Saturn 18:12:2048 -- 18:12:2050

Mars
Rahu Dasha 6 Year

18:12:2050 -- 18:12:2052
Ketu 18:12:2052 -- 18:12:2054
Rahu 18:12:2054 -- 18:12:2056

Saturn
Ketu Dasha 3 Year

18:12:2056 -- 18:12:2057
Rahu 18:12:2057 -- 18:12:2058
Ketu 18:12:2058 -- 18:12:2059

Ketu
Jupiter Dasha 6 Year

18:12:2059 -- 18:12:2061
Jupiter 18:12:2061 -- 18:12:2063

Sun 18:12:2063 -- 18:12:2065

Sun
Sun Dasha 2 Year

18:12:2065 -- 17:09:2066
Moon 17:09:2066 -- 18:06:2067
Mars 18:06:2067 -- 18:03:2068

Jupiter
Moon Dasha 1 Year

18:03:2068 -- 18:07:2068
Sun 18:07:2068 -- 17:11:2068

Moon 17:11:2068 -- 19:03:2069

Mars
Venus Dasha 3 Year

19:03:2069 -- 19:03:2070
Venus 19:03:2070 -- 19:03:2071
Mercury 19:03:2071 -- 18:03:2072

Mars
Mars Dasha 6 Year

18:03:2072 -- 19:03:2074
Saturn 19:03:2074 -- 18:03:2076
Venus 18:03:2076 -- 19:03:2078

Mercury
Mercury Dasha 2 Year

19:03:2078 -- 18:12:2078
Mars 18:12:2078 -- 17:09:2079

Jupiter 17:09:2079 -- 18:06:2080

1st Cycle  18:12:1973 -- 18:12:2008

2nd Cycle  18:12:2008 -- 18:12:2043

3rd Cycle  18:12:2043 -- 18:12:2078
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Lal-Kitab Aspects

Main Aspect in Lal-Kitab

11

11
KetuRahuSatVenJupMercMarsMoonSun

Sun
Moon
Mars

Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu Ketu

Rahu
Saturn
Venus
Jupiter

Mercury
Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu

     0  0
        
        
        
 0       
        
0      0  
  0    0 0
0       0

Planetary Aspect

Ketu
Rahu

Saturn
Venus
Jupiter

Mercury
Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu

        
 0       
  0      
     0  0
        
        
    0 0   
        
    0 0   

Aspect of Confrontation

Ketu
Rahu

Saturn
Venus
Jupiter

Mercury
Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu

        
        
0      0  
        
 0       
 0       
        
        
        

Aspect of Foundation

Ketu
Rahu

Saturn
Venus
Jupiter

Mercury
Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu

0        
     0  0
   0 0    
        
        
        
        
 0       
        

Aspect of Deception

Ketu
Rahu

Saturn
Venus
Jupiter

Mercury
Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu

  0 0 0    
0     0 0 0
        
        
        
        
        
   0 0 0   
        

Aspect of Joint-Wall

Ketu
Rahu

Saturn
Venus
Jupiter

Mercury
Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu

     0  0
  0      
     0  0
 0       
        
        
0  0    0  
      0 0
0  0     0

Aspect of Sudden Strike

Ketu
Rahu

Saturn
Venus
Jupiter

Mercury
Mars
Moon
Sun

Sun Moon Mars Merc Jup Ven Sat RahuKetu

 0       
   0 0    
        
        
        
        
        
  0      
        

Aspect of Mutual Assistance
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Assumption of Native Palm throgh Lal-Kitab

Sun In 4th House Moon In 1st House Mars In 8th House

Mercury In 3rd House Jupiter In 5th House Venus In 5th House

Saturn In 10th House Rahu In 4th House Ketu In 10th HousePage 7 of 32



Mars Dasha 
13:06:1979 --- 13:06:1986

Moon Dasha 
18:12:1973 --- 13:06:1979

Rahu Dasha 
13:06:1986 --- 13:06:2004

Jupiter Dasha 
13:06:2004 --- 13:06:2020

Sun Dasha 
13:06:2083 --- 13:06:2089

Venus Dasha 
13:06:2063 --- 13:06:2083

Ketu Dasha 
13:06:2056 --- 13:06:2063

Mercury Dasha 
13:06:2039 --- 13:06:2056

Saturn Dasha 
13:06:2020 --- 13:06:2039

Vimshottari Balance of Dasha at birth (as per N.C.Lahiri Ayanamsha : 023:29:36 ) : Moon  :  5 y.5 m.25 
d.

 13:06:2088 - 13:06:2089 Venus
 06:02:2088 - 13:06:2088 Ketu

Antara From-----To

 01:04:2087 - 06:02:2088 Mercury
 19:04:2086 - 01:04:2087 Saturn
 01:07:2085 - 19:04:2086 Jupiter
 07:08:2084 - 01:07:2085 Rahu
 31:03:2084 - 07:08:2084 Mars
 01:10:2083 - 31:03:2084 Moon
 13:06:2083 - 01:10:2083 Sun

 13:04:2082 - 13:06:2083 Ketu
 13:06:2079 - 13:04:2082 Mercury
 13:04:2076 - 13:06:2079 Saturn
 13:08:2073 - 13:04:2076 Jupiter
 13:08:2070 - 13:08:2073 Rahu

Antara From-----To

 13:06:2069 - 13:08:2070 Mars

From-----ToAntara

 13:10:2067 - 13:06:2069 Moon
 13:10:2066 - 13:10:2067 Sun
 13:06:2063 - 13:10:2066 Venus

 16:06:2062 - 13:06:2063 Mercury
 08:05:2061 - 16:06:2062 Saturn
 31:05:2060 - 08:05:2061 Jupiter
 14:05:2059 - 31:05:2060 Rahu
 16:12:2058 - 14:05:2059 Mars
 17:05:2058 - 16:12:2058 Moon
 09:01:2058 - 17:05:2058 Sun
 09:11:2056 - 09:01:2058 Venus

 Ketu  13:06:2056 - 09:11:2056

 04:10:2053 - 13:06:2056 Saturn
 28:06:2051 - 04:10:2053 Jupiter

Antara From-----To

 10:12:2048 - 28:06:2051 Rahu
 13:12:2047 - 10:12:2048 Mars
 14:07:2046 - 13:12:2047 Moon
 06:09:2045 - 14:07:2046 Sun
 06:11:2042 - 06:09:2045 Venus
 09:11:2041 - 06:11:2042 Ketu
 13:06:2039 - 09:11:2041 Mercury

 30:11:2036 - 13:06:2039 Jupiter
 24:01:2034 - 30:11:2036 Rahu
 16:12:2032 - 24:01:2034 Mars
 17:05:2031 - 16:12:2032 Moon
 04:06:2030 - 17:05:2031 Sun

Antara From-----To

 04:04:2027 - 04:06:2030 Venus

From-----ToAntara

 24:02:2026 - 04:04:2027 Ketu
 16:06:2023 - 24:02:2026 Mercury
 13:06:2020 - 16:06:2023 Saturn

 18:01:2018 - 13:06:2020 Rahu
 12:02:2017 - 18:01:2018 Mars
 13:10:2015 - 12:02:2017 Moon
 25:12:2014 - 13:10:2015 Sun
 25:04:2012 - 25:12:2014 Venus
 20:05:2011 - 25:04:2012 Ketu
 12:02:2009 - 20:05:2011 Mercury
 01:08:2006 - 12:02:2009 Saturn

 Jupiter  13:06:2004 - 01:08:2006

0
3
N
2
6
5
<
4
1

Vimshottari Dasha

 Moon
 Mars
 Rahu
 Jupiter
 Saturn  18:12:1973 - 13:04:1975

 Mercury  13:04:1975 - 12:09:1976

 Ketu  12:09:1976 - 13:04:1977

 Venus  13:04:1977 - 13:12:1978

 Sun  13:12:1978 - 13:06:1979

 Mars  13:06:1979 - 09:11:1979

 Rahu  09:11:1979 - 27:11:1980

 Jupiter  27:11:1980 - 03:11:1981

Antara From-----To

 Saturn  03:11:1981 - 13:12:1982

From-----ToAntara

 Mercury  13:12:1982 - 10:12:1983

 Ketu  10:12:1983 - 07:05:1984

 Venus  07:05:1984 - 08:07:1985

 Sun  08:07:1985 - 12:11:1985

 Moon  12:11:1985 - 13:06:1986

 Rahu  13:06:1986 - 24:02:1989

 Jupiter  24:02:1989 - 20:07:1991

 Saturn  20:07:1991 - 26:05:1994

 Mercury  26:05:1994 - 13:12:1996

 Ketu  13:12:1996 - 31:12:1997

 Venus  31:12:1997 - 31:12:2000

 Sun  31:12:2000 - 24:11:2001

From-----ToAntara

 Moon  24:11:2001 - 26:05:2003

 Mars  26:05:2003 - 13:06:2004

Antara of Vimshottari Dasha

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

From........ToDuration

 Moon Dasha

S.N

5 y.5 m.25 d. 18:12:1973 --- 13:06:1979
 Mars Dasha 7 y.0 m.0 d. 13:06:1979 --- 13:06:1986
 Rahu Dasha 18 y.0 m.0 d. 13:06:1986 --- 13:06:2004
 Jupiter Dasha 16 y.0 m.0 d. 13:06:2004 --- 13:06:2020
 Saturn Dasha 19 y.0 m.0 d. 13:06:2020 --- 13:06:2039
 Mercury Dasha 17 y.0 m.0 d. 13:06:2039 --- 13:06:2056
 Ketu Dasha 7 y.0 m.0 d. 13:06:2056 --- 13:06:2063

8  Venus Dasha 20 y.0 m.0 d. 13:06:2063 --- 13:06:2083
9  Sun Dasha 6 y.0 m.0 d. 13:06:2083 --- 13:06:2089

Dasha of Planet

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-New Delhi
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General Predictions from Lal-Kitab

You will be of a very soft nature. You cannot put forward your points in an aggressive manner. 
Normally while talking, there will be a smile on your face. You voice might be little light and soft like 
that of a women. You might have a liking for makeup. You will like perfumes and will use some 
expensive cream or oil to do your hair. You will take special care of your body and will also take great 
care of whatever you wear.

You will be soft spoken. First, you will carefully listen to others and then when you will get a chance 
you will put your points ahead. But, whichever subject you talk about, you will be very thorough in it.

You will have interest in Mathematics. If in your Kundali, Mercury is in a good position then you will be 
a scholar in mathematics. But instead of using mathematics in your studies you will use it to keep 
track of small calculations and accounting of small things. You will be of a serious nature. You will not 
share your worries and thoughts with others quite easily. But at the times of difficulties you will have 
to face it all by yourself because you will not be able to share them with others and this will have an 
adverse effect on your body and you might suffer from head and stomach related problems.

You will feel very happy to help others at the time when they are sick. You will take care of all their 
small needs and will continue helping them without having the least concern of your own comforts. You 
might settle in a different place than your birth place and this will help in awakening your fortune. You 
will also go on several long journeys and will benefit from them. You will be of a very friendly nature.

You will be of a quite nature and will take interest in makeup. You will have a special knowledge and 
understanding. You will make use of your intelligence in your day to day activities.

There might be many kinds of changes in your life and you might get attracted to long journeys. You 
will have the desire to know anything from its roots. You will do deep research even of the small 
aspects of anything. You will perform any work in your own way. You will make use of a lot of 
technology. You might be very successful as an invigilator, income tax office or as a teacher of 
mathematics.

You will spend your accumulated wealth in the right way. You will take special care of beauty and 
cleanliness in your life. You will also take special care of decorating your house.

You will enjoy a good health. You will take good care of whatever you eat. In times of difficulites, there 
might be some effects on your health too. You should do any work in your own way. It will get 
entangled if you would take advice from others.

You will lend a helpful hand to your wife in the household chores. You can place things in your house in 
a better way than others.

If you get married on your own then there might be something lacking in your choice. Your married life 
will be normal. You will try to have a cordial relationship with your wife.

In your Kundali, because of Mercury being in the 3rd house, you might be a little fraud and a hypocrite 
and might take sanyas during your last stages of life. You will taste success in your profession. Your 
profession might be related to business or buying-selling.

In your Kundali, because of Mercury being in the 3rd house, you might befriend businessmen and try 
to know the secrets of doing business. You will know the secrets from others and use them in your 
own business successfully and earn a lot of wealth. Your business will be sacred from all directions.

In your Kundali, because of Mercury being in the 3rd house, if you are a surgeon or a judge then you 
might be very successful. Apart from these, you might be related to writing, publication, computer, 
television etc.

In your Kundali, because of Mercury being in the 3rd house, you will never be a person with a clean 
heart and good nature because of which your family members and friends might desert you. But, you 
will be very cunning. You will not be able to make good use of your intelligence. You might do 
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something cunning sometimes. You will be of a restless nature. You will not get a good company and 
you might waste a good portion of your life by getting into bad company. You will not enjoy cordial 
relationship with your brothers. You will try to help your brothers as much as possible during their 
adverse times.

In your Kundali, because of Mercury being in the 3rd house, during your old age, you might take 
sanyas in order to forget the bad things of your life. You might make use of wrong means to earn 
wealth. Even after renouncing the worldly life your mind will not get to the core of spiritualism. You will 
be valiant and courageous but a little lazy.

In your Kundali, because of Mercury being in the 3rd house, if Mars is unfavorable in your Kundali then 
you might bear losses from your brothers. To reduce this unfavorable effect, you should offer water to 
the Sun god or donate a goat or soak moong daal in the night and feed it to the birds the following 
morning.
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House Based Predictions from Lal-Kitab

Predictions of Jupiter placed in 5th House

5th house is Jupiter's own house. According to Lal Kitab, Jupiter is said to be a very learned and a 
person full of respect and character. But according to the Kaal-purush Kundali, due to the Sun's rashi 
being in the 5th house, this kind of person will be short-tempered.

If your child is born on a Thursday then you will do lots of progress in your life.

In your Kundali, Jupiter and Venus are sitting together in the 5th house. According to Lal Kitab, you 
will earn through your education and skills. This will also have a good effect on your children's 
earnings. You should not keep illegal relations with married women or else this will have a very bad 
effect on your wealth.

Remedies of Jupiter placed in 5th House

(1)Keep a dog.
(2)Pray to God Ganesha.
(3)Take care of school teacher.
(4)Float 'Nag' and saffron in water.
(5)Do not accept any donation or gift.
(6)Take care of sadhus and priests.
(7)Do not accept Prasad from the temples.
(8)Keep a pony tail.
(9)Do not consume non-vegetarian food or alcohol.
(10)Keep your character clean.
(11)Clean the area where you pray regularly.
(12)Keep fast on thursdays.
(13)Take care of the Peepal tree.
(14)Pray to Lord Vishnu.
(15)Wear Topaz, or in case you cannot afford it then apply turmeric.
(16)Plant sunflower or marigold in your house.

Predictions of Sun placed in 4th House

In the 1942 year edition of Lal Kitab, Sun is called the 'Son of Aunty'. This kind of person accumulates 
wealth for others but does not make use of this wealth himself. His children are millionaires. This 
person will invent something famous.

According to Lal Kitab, Sun sitting in the 4th house lessens the peace in your mother's and sister's life 
and he has to leave home and stay abroad. This person does that work which his ancestors had never 
ever done.

In your Kundali, Sun and Rahu are sitting together in the 4th house. This is not a favorable condition.

Remedies of Sun placed in 4th House

(1)Feeding bread to blind people in your ancestral house will be favorable.
(2)Take care of your aunt's son.
(3)Do not indulge in the business of iron or wooden articles.
(4)Doing business in gold, silver or cloth will be very favorable.
(5)Do not consume non-vegetarian food or alcohol.
(6)Do not do fishing and do not eat fish.
(7)Wear a copper coin in a khaki coloured thread around your neck.
(8)Wear gold.
(9)Feed Jaggery to monkeys.
(10)Do not indulge in quarrels or arguments with government officials.
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(11)Do not indulge in illegal business or work.

Predictions of Moon placed in 1st House

In your Kundali, Moon is in the 1st house. Till the time your mother is alive, you will never need to 
worry about money. You will live a long life and will never face any kind of problems or difficulties in 
your business or service.

If you get married by your own will with someone within your relation in your 28th year or before that, 
then this will not have a favorable effect on your child. If you do have any children before the age of 
28 or if you get a house constructed with your own money, then your helath might get affected as 
well.

If you get married during the 24th year then this will neutralize the favorable effects of Moon. 
According to Lal Kitab, to nullify this you should drink milk out of a silver glass. You will also have to be 
aware of the fact that this silver glass should not have a neck or a tap kind of structure or else your 
mother's health might get affected. 

If you are going on a trip or journey for more than 100 days then you should throw silver coin in the 
sea.

In your Kundali, Moon is situated in the 1st house. You should not do business in articles related to the 
moon like silver utensils or milk. If you do, then this will completely nullify the favorable effects of the 
moon and it will also have a malefic affect on you.In the same manner, you should not donate milk.

If you do not get sleep in the night or feel restless, then you should bury copper nails under the legs of 
your bed. Apart from doing this, you should give water at the roots of a banyan tree. If you take care 
of your mother and take her blessings then it will prove very favorable for your long life. This will also 
be favorable for your business or service. If you get silver or rice donated by your mother then this will 
pave way for your good fortune. After the demise of your mother there is a very remote chance of 
your fortune improving.

Whenever you go on a journey, you should touch your mother's feet once you come back. This will be 
favorable for the longevity of your mother's age. If you are worried about the health of your mother 
then you should bury a red colored stone or jaggery in the ground.

If you are doing business in partnership with a relative of yours, then you might face many difficulties. 
If you accept anything from anyone without paying for it, then this might nullify the favorable effects 
of the moon and might also affect your life-partner. To avoid this condition, you should take the 
blessing of aged women.

In your Kundali, planets friendly to moon are situated either in the 7th or 8th house. According to Lal 
Kitab, you will be blessed with the skill of making gold even out of clay.

In your Kundali, Moon is favorable. According to Lal Kitab, you will inherit lot of ancestoral wealth. 
Sometimes, other people might keep their expensive articles with you which would become yours 
ultimately. In your Kundali, Jupiter is in the 4th house and Saturn is in the 10th house. Accoring to Lal 
Kitab, you will be very rich.

In your Kundali, there is no planet situated in the 7th house. According to Lal Kitab, in your Kundali, 
moon is dormat (sleeping) and it needs to be woken up before you turn 24. According to Lal Kitab, you 
should keep a cow or keep a maid servant or get married before you turn 24. This will activate the 
dormant moon. Or else, from the 25th year onwards, this planet will become active in a malefic way. 
You should donate things related to Mars like honey, anise seeds (saunf) etc.

Remedies of Moon placed in 1st House

(1)Keep a red handkerchief with you.
(2)Hammer some copper nails in the legs of your bed.
(3)Give water to the roots of the banyan tree.
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(4)If you are traveling with your son then throw copper coins in the river.
(5)If there is a well in your house, then do not construct a shade above it.
(6)Do not get married between the age of 24 and 27. Also, do not get a house constructed with your 
own money.
(7)Beware of green color and stay away from your sister-in-law.
(8)Do not keep any silver utensil with a tap in your house.
(9)Do not keep any silver plates in your house.
(10)Use silver utensil to drink milk or water.
(11)Do not use glassware.
(12)Take blessings from your mother and keep rice and silver donated by her always with you.

Predictions of Venus placed in 5th House

In Lal Kitab, Venus sitting in the 5th house is said to be a house full of children.

Till the time your wife is alive, there will be no big blockages in your work. If you are of a kind nature, 
then the results of Venus would become better. You should keep away from dirty love affairs.

According to Lal Kitab, if you indulge in love marriage or a marriage against the will of your parents 
then this will not have a good effect on your child.

According to Lal Kitab, you should take special care of your character or else your destruction is 
confirmed. The business of brick furnaces will be the best for you.

In your Kundali, there is a male planet sitting along with Venus in the 5th house. According to Lal 
Kitab, your financial condition will be strong and you will take special care of your family.

In your Kundali, there is no planet in aspect of Venus. According to Lal Kitab, this conjunction will have 
bad effect on your wife. If you will do business in perfumes or any other scented items then it will not 
give you good results. 

Remedies of Venus placed in 5th House

(1)Keep your character clean.
(2)Take care of cow.
(3)For your financial prosperity clean your hidden body parts with milk or curd. 
(4)Do not marry against the will of your parents.
(5)Take care of elderly women.
(6)Wear Diamond.
(7)Listen to the advice of your wife and do not quarrel with her.
(8)Take care of what you wear.

Predictions of Mars placed in 8th House

In Lal Kitab, Mars sitting in the 8th house is called as 'the death's trap'. Generally, Mars sitting in the 
8th house does not give favorable results but this kind of person is very courageous. Whether the 
result is in victory or loss this person gives a fight to the enemy.

If a widowed woman curses a man having Mars in the 8th house, then he gets completely destroyed. 
You should keep taking blessing from a widowed woman.

If your brother is 4 or 8 years younger to you then this is a sign of Mars being unfavorable. According 
to Lal Kitab, your younger brother will not help you.

If you have dug up an oven in your house (during the occasion of marriage) then this will be highly 
unfavorable for you. You should cook sweet bread (roti) in the over (tandoor) and feed it to the dog 
for continuous 43 days.

Mars sitting in the 8th house is not favorable for this person's father. This person will suffer from eye 
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defects, pain in the joints, and he will have many enemies. From the age of 28 to 36 years, this 
person's younger brother will create many problems for him. This person should not get an oven 
(tandoor) constructed in his house.

In your Kundali, the 2nd house is empty or either Moon or Jupiter is sitting in it. According to Lal Kitab, 
in this condition, the effects of Mars are good.

In your Kundali, Moon is either sitting in the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 8th, or 9th house. According to Lal Kitab, in 
this condition even if Mars is unfavorable, it does not give bad results.

In your Kundali, Mars is sitting either in the Aries or Scorpio raashi. According to Lal Kitab, you will 
enjoy a happy family life.

Remedies of Mars placed in 8th House

(1)Feed 8 sweet breads (rotis) baked only from one side to the dogs.
(2)Wear a ring made out of 3 metals.
(3)Always wear a silver chain around your neck.
(4)Use deer's skin.
(5)Float 4 kilograms of revadi or batasha (Indian sweets) in water.
(6)Take silver from your grandmother and wear it around your neck.
(7)On the day of Tuesday, husband and wife should take bath, then after wearing red clothes they 
should fill a copper container with rice and apply red sandal tilak to that container. Then after reciting 
the gayatri mantra, donate that container in a Hanuman temple. Performing this remedy for 7 
continuous Tuesdays makes Lord Hanuman happy. This person should take care of a widowed woman.
(8)When the effects of Mars are highly debilitated, then bury an earthen pot filled with honey at an 
isolated place. This remedy is useful only if either Jupiter or Moon is in the 3rd house.
(9)Mercury is Mars's biggest enemy. When it teams up with Mars then it will destroy the maternal 
family of the person. If his maternal uncle leaves his house and stays away then only he remains safe. 
Piercing the nose is also necessary. By wearing silver in the nose for 100 days, the bad effects of 
Mercury get mitigated.
(10)Take the blessing from widowed women.
(11)Eat your food while sitting in the kitchen.
(12)Get a dark room constructed in your house.
(13)Donate rice, jaggery, and gram at a religious place.
(14)Bury an earthen pot filled with jaggery in the burial ground.
(15)Before baking the bread (roti), splash some water drops on the pan.
(16)Recite the Maha-Gayatri hymes.
(17)Take care of your brother.

Predictions of Mercury placed in 3rd House

According to Lal Kitab, Mercury sitting in the 3rd house is supposedly not very favorable but it will 
have a good effect on your siblings and relatives. If someone else comes in your contact then he 
cannot get benefit of this. Mercury will also have a good effect on your wealth.

During the time when Mercury will be sitting in the 3rd house, it will have a bad effect on your 
ancestral property, your income and your mental peace. To reduce the bad effects of Mercury, soak 
sabut Moong dal overnight in the water and feed it to the birds the following morning. This remedy 
should be performed for a continuous 43 days. This remedy will also increase your business.

In your Kundali, 9th and 11th houses are empty. According to Lal Kitab, in all conditions, Mercury will 
give favorable results.

In your Kundali, Mars is sitting in a favorable condition. According to Lal Kitab, this is a good condition.

Remedies of Mercury placed in 3rd House

(1)Brush your teeth with the Alum.
(2)Donate a silver umbrella for the goddess.
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(3)Wear Ruby.
(4)Take care of your niece.
(5)Get your nose pierced.
(6)Donate a goat on Wednesday.
(7)If your child is in pain, then keep a dog.
(8)Burn yellow colored shell and then float the ash in the river.
(9)Do not plant broad leaved plants in your house.
(10)Do not live in a house facing the south.
(11)Pray to Goddess Durga and take the blessings of unmarried girls.
(12)Keep a Parrot.
(13)Wash the butea leaves and bury them under a stone in a deserted area.
(14)Distribute Asthma medicines for free.
(15)Take care of a girl, sister, aunt or sister-in-law and take their blessings.
(16)Donate green bangles and green colored clothes to the eunuchs.

Predictions of Saturn placed in 10th House

In Lal Kitab, Saturn sitting in the 10th house is said to 'wake up the destiny'. This person writes his 
own destiny. According to Lal Kitab, you father will definitely be with you till you turn at least 48. You 
will earn a lot of fame and name during the 21st, 33rd, 39th, 45th and 57th year.

If, while Saturn is in the 10th house, you do good for others, stay like a hermit at heart or are 
compassionate then Saturn sitting here might completely destroy you.

According to Lal Kitab, this person is respected everywhere and if he does not consume alcohol then 
Saturn will become favorable. He should get his house constructed after he turns 48 or else his wealth 
might be completely destroyed.

If you are affected by the unfavorable effects of Saturn in any way then as a remedy keep ganga 
water in a brass vessel in your house.

You should sit at one place and work.

In your Kundali, the 2nd house is empty. According to Lal Kitab, in this condition Saturn becomes all 
the more unfavorable. 

In your Kundali, Sun or Moon is in the 4th house. According to Lal Kitab, you should not kill animals or 
else it will have a bad effect on your financial condition.

Remedies of Saturn placed in 10th House

(1)Keep Ganga water in a brass metal in your house.
(2)Respect others.
(3)Do no consume non-vegetarian food and alcohol.
(4)Take care of your uncle.
(5)Float gram pulses for a continuous 43 days in flowing water.
(6)Travel across religious places.
(7)Feed food to 10 blind people.
(8)Do not get your house constructed before you turn 48 years.
(9)Do not kill animals.
(10)Do not keep any arms with you.
(11)Do not indulge in work that requires running around.
(12)Donate alcohol in the temple of 'Bhairo'.
(13)Feed bread with mustard oil applied on it to the crows and dogs.
(14)Do not keep the laborer's money with you.

Predictions of Rahu placed in 4th House

In your Kundali, Rahu is sitting in the 4th house. According to Lal Kitab's grammar, your Kundali will 
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be known as religious Kundali. There will be lots of expenses in your house but those will all be for 
religious work. You will take care of your family very well and earn a lot of wealth.

Rahu sitting in the 4th house is normally fruitful but if you get a tank to store water constructed under 
the earth, or have a kiln (bhaati) in the house, or dump bags full of coal in your house or get your roof 
renovated then this might cause Rahu to become unfavorable.

Rahu in the 4th house will have good effect on your father and son but will have a bad effect on your 
mother.

After 48 years of age, Jupiter will become favorable.

Even if your granny's house is in a good condition, after you turn 24, it will witness drastic 
deterioration.

During the ages of 12, 24, and 48 or after you have a son, the condition of your parents will become 
better.

In your Kundali, Venus is in a favorable position. According to Lal Kitab, after marriage, your parents-
in-law will start earning better which will benefit you as well.

In your Kundali, Moon is in the 1st house. According to Lal Kitab, you will be very rich, and you will 
help your aunt, sister etc.

Remedies of Rahu placed in 4th House

(1)Wear silver.
(2)Float 400 grams or 1 kilogram of coriander for a continuous 7 Wednesdays.
(3)Take bath in the Ganga at Haridwar.
(4)There should be no logging of dirty water within the premises of your house.
(5)Your kitchen should not be situated right at the foot of the steps leading to the terrace or roof or 
the upper floor.
(6)Get the complete house constructed all at once and not in phases.
(7)Do not keep fuels like coal etc on the terrace.
(8)Pary to Goddess Saraswati.
(9)Wear agate.
(10)Do not consume tabacoo.
(11)Do not generate smoke either in your house or the verandah.
(12)Do not be a false witness.

Predictions of Ketu placed in 10th House

According to Lal Kitab, you should take care of your brother in every condition and you should forgive 
him if he commits any mistakes. This will make Ketu favorable and also make you financially strong. If 
you don't keep your character clean then you might get destroyed.

If your children are facing unfavorable effects of Ketu then you should keep a pitcher shaped silver 
vessel filled with honey. Even after doing that if the unfavorable effects of Ketu does not diminish then 
bury that vessel in an isolated place. After the age of 48, keeping a dog at home might also diminish 
the bad effects of Ketu.

In your Kundali, Saturn is in a favorable condition. According to Lal Kitab, you will have the skill to 
convert clay to gold and your children will also be very able.

Remedies of Ketu placed in 10th House

(1)Bury honey or milk in the foundation of your house.
(2)Keep honey filled in a silver vessel in your house.
(3)Keep your character clean.
(4)Rear a dog at your house after you turn 48.
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(5)Worship Lord Ganesha.
(6)Feed food to boys younger than 9 yeas old.
(7)Float black and white sesamum in a drain.
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Other Important Predictions from Lal-Kitab

Kundali (Tewa) of Blind Planets

According to Lal Kitab, if in any Kundali, two enemy planets sit together in the 10th house, then this 
kind of Kundali is known as the Kundali of the blind planets. 10th house in the kundali is the place of 
work for this person, and is also related to his earnings, therefore, if two or more enemy planets are 
sitting together in this house then it creates an imbalance in the work area of this person. There isn't 
complete stability in the service or business of this person. As a remedy to rectiy the blind planets 
sitting in the 10th house, this person should feed 10 blind people.

Conclusion - Your kundali is not the kundali of blind planets.

Kundali (Tewa) of Half Blind Planets

According to Lal Kitab, if Sun is in the 4th house and Saturn is in the 7th house, then in this condition 
then Kundali is known as the Kundali of blind planets. This planetary condition will have unfavorable 
effects on the the mental and professional life of this person. The mental peace of this person might 
decline drastically. The 4th house is also the house of our family happiness and because of this 
planetary condition our family happiness might get diminished.

Conclusion : This kundali is not the Kundali of blind planets.

Dharmi (Pious) Kundali (Tewa)

According to Lal Kitab, if in a Kundali, Saturn is sitting with Jupiter, then it is called religious  Kundali 
(Dharmi Tewa) . In this condition, the person never faces any big problems in his life which can 
drastically disrupt his normal life. During very tough times or during troubles, he will get divine help 
from somewhere.

Conclusion :  This kundali is not dharmi kundali.

Non Adult Kundali(Tewa)

According to Lal Kitab, if there is no planet in the 1st, 4th, 7th and 10th (centeral position) house or if 
only Mercury is sitting in any of these houses then this type of Kundali is known as an infant Kundali. 
In such conditions, the fate of this person is in suspicion until twelve years.

According to Lal Kitab, the person with an infant Kundali gets the following effects of each planet one 
by one every year for a continuous 12 years. For the favorability of the dual effects in life, following 
remedies should be performed for various planets situated in various houses -

(1) During the first year of your life, the planet sitting in the 7th house will be effective. 
(2) During the second year of your life, the planet sitting in the 4th house will be effective.
(3) During the third year of your life, the planet sitting in the 9th house will be effective.
(4) During the fourth year of your life, the planet sitting in the 10th house will be effective.
(5) During the fifth year of your life, the planet sitting in the 5th house will be effective.
(6) During the sixth year of your life, the planet sitting in the 3rd house will be effective.
(7) During the seventh year of your life, the planet sitting in the 2nd house will be effective.
(8) During the eighth year of your life, the planet sitting in the 5th house will be effective.
(9) During the ninth year of your life, the planet sitting in the 6th house will be effective.
(10) During the tenth year of your life, the planet sitting in the 12th house will be effective.
(11) During the eleventh year of your life, the planet sitting in the 1st house will be effective.
(12) During the 12th year of your life, the planet sitting in the 8th house will be effective.

Conclusion -  This kundali is not an infant kundali.

KalSarp Yog - Effects and Remedies

You don't have Kaalsarp Yog in your kundali.
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Raj Yoga in Lal Kitab

According to lal Kitab , Rajyog doesn't mean that the person will be a king or a Prime minister or a 
President; rather, Rajyog in Kundali  indicates that the life style of the person might be of  a royal 
standard.In your Kundali, there is no combination of Rajyog.

Debt In LalKitab - Effects and Remedies

Father's Debt-

In your Kundali, Sun is neither in the 1st house nor in the 11th house and Venus is in the 5th house. 
According to Lal Kitab, this displays fatherly debt in your Kundali. You should perform the remedies as 
told in the Lal Kitab. This fatherly debt is related to Sun. You should perform remedies related to Sun.

Symptom and Reason of Debt-

1-If your family priest needs to be replaced.

2-If a religious place has been demolished around your house.

3-If a Peepal or a Banyan tree has been demolished around your house.

Effect-

According to Lal Kitab, when this person's hair starts become white, then slowly the wealth of the 
house starts getting destroyed. And on the head, the hair from the place where the pony tail grows, 
starts vanishing and this person starts wearing a necklace or some sort of a chain. False rumours start 
floating regarding this person. He might have to go to the prison without committing any mistake.

Remedies-

1-You should collect equal amount of money from all your family members and donate it at a religious 
place.

2-Get any religious place around your house cleaned.

3-If there is a Peepal or Banyan tree around your house then take care of it and pour water in its 
roots.

Self Debt-

In your Kundali, Venus is sitting in the 5th house. According to Lal Kitab, this signifies your own debt 
being imposed on your Kundali.

Symptom and Reason of Debt-

1-You do not have faith in religion, heritage, god or culture and that's why this debt is being imposed 
in your Kundali.

2-There might be an oven or klim in your house.

3-There is light coming inside through a hole in your roof.

4-There are symptoms of heart diseases.

Effect-

This person progreses in his life and accumulates lots of wealth. He is also respected a lot in the 
society but when his son becomes 11 months or of 11 years old, then his wealth and respect gets 
eclipsed. His health gets affected badly. On top of that, he cannot even move his body.
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Remedies-

1-You should collect equal amount of money from all your family members and get a yagya for the 
Sun god performed with that money.

Manglik blemish (dosh) in LalKitab - Effects and Remedies

According to Lal Kitab, in your Kundali, Mars in sitting either in the 1st, 4th, 7th, 8th or 12th house. 
According to Lal Kitab, in this condition, there is a mangalik error being imposed on your Kundali.

The effects of Mars sitting in the 8th house on family life-

In your Kundali, Mars is sitting in the 8th house. According to Lal Kitab, you will be a very idealistic and 
a lazy person. Your idealism will become the cause of disputes in your family life.

General Remedies for Manglik blemish (dosh)-

1-Always tread the path of virtues.

2-Always speak the truth.

3-Do not give false testimony for anyone.

4-Do not consume alcohol and non-vegetarian food.

5-Do not accept anything from anyone for free.

6-Do not buy land and property from a childless couple.

7-Do not live in the house whose entrance is towards the southern direction.

8-Eat honey early in the morning.

9-Eat sweets made by you and also give it to others.

10-Distribute sweets on occasions like birthdays etc.

11-Serve sweets to the guests who come home.

12-Whenever you go to the house of your sister, daughter or aunt, take sweets with you. 

13-Take good care of your wife.

14-Take care of your brother's children.

15-Take care of your uncles.

16-Help the widows as much as possible.

17-Do not keep ivory or articles made out of ivory in your house.

18-Do not keep rusted iron weapon or arms in your house.

Special Remedies for Manglik blemish (dosh)-

Wear a wrislet made of silver and studded with a nail of copper.

Colour a silver bangle red and let your wife wear it.

Permissible and non-permissible remedies in Lal-Kitab
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(1)In your Kundali, Mercury is sitting either in the 3rd, 8th, 9th or 12th house. According to Lal Kitab, 
you should not have a broad leaved plant like money plant in your house or else it will have an 
unfavorable effect on your health.

(2)In your Kundali, Mars is sitting in the 8th house. If there is an earthen oven dug up in front of your 
doorstep (which are generally dug during the occasion of marriage but is filled up later on) then this 
will prove very unfavorable for your family. You should wash the burnt clay of the oven in the river and 
in future you should not get any earthen oven dug up in front of your doorstep.

(3)If there is a dark room at the rear end of your house which has no provision of light coming in 
except from the door then you should not open any ventilator or window for light to come in this room 
or else it will have a very bad effect on your children.

If for some reason, you have to get the roof of this dark room changed then before demolishing the 
existing roof, you should get a new roof constructed over that room.

(4)Don't empty the place where you putting your cash and jwellery.

(5)You should definitely leave some uncemented portions in your house.

(6)You should not live in a south facing house.

(7)Do not speak lies.

(8)Do not give false testimony.

(9)Do not speak foul.

(10)Do not abuse anyone.

(11)Do not be cruel.

(12)Keep faith in god.

(13)Worship gods and goddesses with respect.

(14)Do no consume meat and fish.

(15)Do not consume alcohol.

(16)Wear clothes with mannerism.

(17)Do not get your nose and ears pierced.

(18)Keep your teeth cleaned.

(19)Live in a joint family.

(20)Maintain friendly relations with your in-laws.

(21)Worhsip the girls. Make them happy by giving them green colored clothes and good food.

(22)You should gift sweet things to your sister- daughter.

(23)You should take care of your wife the way you take care of your mother.

(24)Take care of your sister-in-law (wife of your elder brother).

(25)Take care of your family members.
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(26)Do not accept anything from anyone for free.

(27)Do not take the wealth of a childless person.

(28)Touch the feet of the elders and take their blessings.

(29)If possible, do not live in a south facing house.

(30)Do not get hole done in the roof of your house.

(31)Leave some uncemented place in your house.

(32)Help the handicapped, feed them food.

(33)If there is a helpless widow in the neighbourhood then help her.

(34)Feed food to animals like cow, dog, crow, monkey etc.

(35)Be alert of a bald and one eyed person.

(36)Always keep your nose cleaned.
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Gems & Rudraksha for Planets

GemStone For Ascendant-Lord

Your Ascendant-lord is Mercury. Since it is not debilitated and is neither placed in a trika-house, nor situated 
in a 'maraka' house, you can wear a gemstone for the planet Mercury.

5 or 7 Rattis of Emerald (Panna) is to be taken in a ring made of gold. This is to be worn on right-hand small-
finger or middle-finger on a Wednesday. If you cannot afford to procure Emerald, then you may go for any of 
it's substitute which are : Aquamarine, Peridot, Beryl and Green Tourmaline.

While wearing this gemstone, you should chant any of the following mantras :

Vyasadev's Vedic Mantra is :

Priyanguli Kalikashyamam Rupenaapratimam Buddham,
Sumyam Soumyagunoupetam tam Buddham Pranamyaham.

Graha Mantra is : 

'Om Bram Brim Braum Sah Buddhave Namah'.

Beeja Mantra is :

'Om Boom Brim Buddhave Namah'.

GemStone For 9th-Lord

Since your 9th-lord is the lord of a maraka house, wearing a gem-stone for the 9th-lord will not be advisable 
for you.

GemStone For Yoga-Karaka Planet

There is no natural yoga-karaka planet for your Ascendant.

GemStone For Temporal Yoga-Karaka Planet

The planet Saturn is the temporal yoga-karaka in your chart.Since it is not exalted or debilitated or situated in 
own house, you can wear a gemstone for the planet Saturn.

5 or 7 Rattis of Blue Sapphire (Neelam) is to be taken in a ring made of gold. This is to be worn on right-hand 
middle-finger on a Saturday. If you cannot afford to procure Blue Sapphire, then you may go for any of it's 
substitute which are : Amethyst and Lapis Lazuli.

While wearing this gemstone, you should chant any of the following mantras :

Vyasadev's Vedic Mantra is :

Neelanjanasambhutam Raviputram Yamagrajam,
Chhayamartandasambhutam tam Namami Shanaishcharam.

Graha Mantra is : 

'Om Pram Prim Proum Sah Sanischaraya Namah'.

Beeja Mantra is :
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'Sam Sanischaraya Namah'.

Recommendation for Suitable Rudraksha 

As you had been born in Navami Tithi, 9-faced Rudraksha is being recommended for you.

The presiding deity of this Rudraksha is Shakti. It is worn during Nava-ratra (during Dusshera or Durga Puja). 
To the wearer, it confers energy and power - which leads to wealth, and success in all endeavors.

While wearing the Rudraksha, you should chant any of the following Mantras :
Mantra For Rudraksha : 

'Om Hrim Hum Namah.'

Panchakshari Mantra For Rudraksha : 

'Om Hrim Vym Rum Lam.'

Alternate recommendation for Rudraksha :

Since your Moon's nakshatra-lord is Moon, 2-faced Rudraksha will also be suitable for you.

Some Tests for checking the genuineness of the Rudrakshas:

(a) Floatation test: When a genuine Rudraksha seed is gently placed on water, it will sink; but if a fake one is 
placed on water, it will always float.

(b) Copper Test: A genuine Rudraksha* is very hot, and has electromagnetic attraction with Copper. If beads 
are held with a string over a small round thin piece of Copper metal sheet (like a piece of Copper coin of old 
days), they tend to show a slow gradual rotational movement. If the rotation is observed to be in clockwise 
direction, then it is considered auspicious; otherwise, it is to be rejected – as it might be defective.

(* N.B.: Bhadraksha is similar to the Rudraksha - but it is of milder color and much less heat. It is suitable for 
old people and also for persons having weak constitution.)

(c) Milk test: If an authentic Rudraksha seed is kept in a cup of milk for a day, the milk will not get spoilt. But 
if it is a fake one, the milk is to become spoilt.

N.B.: Since a genuine Rudraksha is hot, if you are an aged person or physically have a weak constitution, then 
instead of Rudraksha, you should better wear a Bhadraksha.

Bhadraksha is like the Rudraksha, but of milder color and much less heat. It confers divine blessings of Gouri-
Shankara. It is excellent for good health and smooth-running comfortable life with family and friends.

Mantra for Bhadraksha: 'Om Gouri-Shankaraya Namah.'

Subha Mantra for Bhadraksha:
'Sarva Mangala Mangalye Shive Sarvartha Sadhike,
Saranye Trymbake Gouri Narayani Namaustute.'
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All Aspect in Varsha Phala - 48
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 VarshaPhal from Lal-Kitab 

 Year of VarshPhal -  48
( From 18:12:2020 to 18:12:2021)

 Prediction of Sun situated in 11th House

In your Varshaphal Kundali the benefic points of Sun is more than malefic points.

The reason for auspiciousness and inauspiciousness of  Sun in your VarshaPhal Kundali

Sun is situated in auspicious house.
Sun is situated in fixed house of friendly planet.
In your VarshaPhala Kundali Sun is aspected by friendly planet Mars by Half Aspect.

In your yearly Kundali, Sun is sitting in a favorable condition in the 11th house. According to Lal Kitab, 
you will take active part in religious activities. You will give consultation to people who come in your 
contact. You will be interested in music and dance. You will be politically active and will obtain new 
sources of earning wealth. You will enjoy good relations with the officers. You will also receive good 
news from your children's side. 

Remedies of Sun in VarshaPhal

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the inauspicious effects of Sun, you 
should do these remedies.

(1) Spread your bed on the sand and sleep on it for a continuous of 43 days.
(2) Do not consume fish or meat.
(3) Keep a raddish next to you when you sleep in the night.
(4) Do not speak lies.

 Prediction of Moon situated in 6th House

In your Varshaphal Kundali the malefic points of Moon is more than benefic points.

The reason for auspiciousness and inauspiciousness of  Moon in your VarshaPhal Kundali

Moon is situated in inauspicious house in your VarshPhala Kunadali.
Moon is situated in fixed house of enemy planet.

In your yearly Kundali, Moon is sitting in the 6th house after becoming unfavorable or after uniting 
with the enemy planets. According to Lal Kitab, the employees working under your supervision might 
create problems for you. Your mother's health will be a matter of concern for you. You will have to 
remain cautious and alert while traveling or else you might have to face many difficulties.

Remedies of Moon in VarshaPhal

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the inauspicious effects of Moon, you 
should do these remedies.

(1) Feed milk to your father with your own hands.
(2) Do not reveal your secrets to others.
(3) Keep a rabbit.
(4) Do not drink milk in the night.
(5) Do not donate water for free.

 Prediction of Mars situated in 3rd House

In your Varshaphal Kundali the benefic points of Mars is more than malefic points.
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The reason for auspiciousness and inauspiciousness of  Mars in your VarshaPhal Kundali

Mars is in fixed house in your VarshaPhala Kundali.
Mars is 'KAYAM' in your VarshaPhala Kundali.
Mars is situated in auspicious house.

In your yearly Kundali, Mars is sitting in a favorable condition in the 3rd house. According to Lal Kitab, 
there will be a definite increase in your name and fame. You will obtain more profits from your 
business than expected. You will also forgive your enemies. You will take active part in the work 
related to society and religion this year. This year you will take interest in business and might try to 
learn martial arts. If you keep your character soft then you might get benefits.

Remedies of Mars in VarshaPhal

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the inauspicious effects of Mars, you 
should do these remedies.

(1) Wear an ivory ring in your finger.
(2) Control your anger.
(3) Help your brothers.
(4) Take good care of your eating habits or else there are chances that you might suffer from stomach 
ailments.
(5) Do not keep articles made out of ivory with you.

 Prediction of Mercury situated in 7th House

In your Varshaphal Kundali the benefic points of Mercury is more than malefic points.

The reason for auspiciousness and inauspiciousness of  Mercury in your VarshaPhal 
Kundali

Mercury is in fixed house in your VarshaPhala Kundali.
Mercury is 'KAYAM' in your VarshaPhala Kundali.
Mercury is situated in auspicious house.
Mercury is situated in fixed house of friendly planet.

In your yearly Kundali, Mercury is sitting in a favorable condition in the 7th house. According to Lal 
Kitab, this year you will obtain large amount of money from a work related to your wife or some other 
woman. This year you will also earn a lot from the business of wood. This year you will also obtain 
wealth from foreign travels or some foreign relatives. You will also obtain respect in your family. 
Normally, this year you will obtain special help and support from women.

Remedies of Mercury in VarshaPhal

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the inauspicious effects of Mercury, you 
should do these remedies.

(1) Eat sweets before starting any work.
(2) Wearing a diamond ring will be very beneficial.
(3) Sow green grass in your house.

 Prediction of Jupiter situated in 2nd House

In your Varshaphal Kundali the malefic points of Jupiter is more than benefic points.

The reason for auspiciousness and inauspiciousness of  Jupiter in your VarshaPhal 
Kundali

In your VarshaPhala Kundali Jupiter is situated with enemy planet Venus.
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In your yearly Kundali, Jupiter is sitting after becoming favorable or after uniting with the enemy 
planets. According to Lal Kitab, your father might bear losses in his business of gold-silver. You should 
try a business where less investment is required. This year you might face losses in the division of 
parental property. This year you are required to keep your anger under control.

Remedies of Jupiter in VarshaPhal

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the inauspicious effects of Jupiter, you 
should do these remedies.

(1) Fill all the holes in front of your house with mud.
(2) Do not indulge in business of gold and silver.
(3) Apply saffron or turmeric tilak.
(4) Leave a portion of your house half constructed.
(5) Keep your character clean.
(6) Offer sweets made out of sugar to the newly wed bride.

 Prediction of Venus situated in 2nd House

In your Varshaphal Kundali the benefic points of Venus is more than malefic points.

The reason for auspiciousness and inauspiciousness of  Venus in your VarshaPhal Kundali

Venus is in own house in your VarshaPhala Kundali.
Venus is 'KAYAM' in your VarshaPhala Kundali.
Venus is situated in auspicious house.

In your yearly Kundali, Venus is sitting in a favorable condition in the 2nd house. According to Lal 
Kitab, this year you will obtain success owing to your hard work. If you are married then you will 
obtain the complete support of your wife. Your religious faith will be strong too. Due to betrayal in love 
affairs you will keep away from any such relationship. If you are married, then there might be 
conditions of marriage.

Remedies of Venus in VarshaPhal

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the inauspicious effects of Venus, you 
should do these remedies.

(1) Donate potato and curd.
(2) Do not hate animals.
(3) Take care of the virgin cow.

 Prediction of Saturn situated in 4th House

In your Varshaphal Kundali the malefic points of Saturn is more than benefic points.

The reason for auspiciousness and inauspiciousness of  Saturn in your VarshaPhal Kundali

Saturn is situated in inauspicious house in your VarshPhala Kunadali.
Saturn is situated in fixed house of enemy planet.

In your yearly Kundali, Saturn is sitting in the 4th house after becoming unfavorable or after uniting 
with the enemy planets. According to Lal Kitab, this year you should not consume fish and should keep 
away from alcohol and other addictive materials. You might have to face heart related problems. The 
relation with your father might turn sour. Your mother's health might be a matter of concern for you. 
If you are active in the political field than all your efforts will fail.

Remedies of Saturn in VarshaPhal

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the inauspicious effects of Saturn, you 
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should do these remedies.

(1) Do not drop milk in the well.
(2) Offer a portion of your food to the fishes, crows or buffalo.
(3) Do not wear black clothes this year.
(4) Keep away from green clothes.
(5) Float packed alcohol in water.

 Prediction of Rahu situated in 11th House

In your Varshaphal Kundali the malefic points of Rahu is more than benefic points.

The reason for auspiciousness and inauspiciousness of  Rahu in your VarshaPhal Kundali

Rahu is situated in inauspicious house in your VarshPhala Kunadali.
In your VarshaPhala Kundali Rahu is situated with enemy planet Sun.
In your VarshaPhala Kundali Rahu is aspected by the enemy planet Mars by Half Aspect.

In your yearly Kundali, Rahu is sitting in the 11th house after becoming unfavorable or after uniting 
with the enemy planets. According to Lal Kitab, this year there might be a difference of opinion with 
your father and his health might be a matter of concern for you. This year you should keep away from 
any kinds of quarrels or debates or else you might get wounded. This year wearing red or blue color 
might be dangerous.

Remedies of Rahu in VarshaPhal

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the inauspicious effects of Rahu, you 
should do these remedies.

(1) Do not wear any blue colored gemstone or sapphire this year and you should not keep them too.
(2) Do not keep damaged electronic equipments in your house.
(3) Keep a pony tail on your head or cover your head with a white cap.

 Prediction of Ketu situated in 4th House

In your Varshaphal Kundali the benefic points of Ketu is more than malefic points.

The reason for auspiciousness and inauspiciousness of  Ketu in your VarshaPhal Kundali

Ketu is 'KAYAM' in your VarshaPhala Kundali.

In your yearly Kundali, Ketu is sitting in a favorable condition in the 4th house. According to Lal Kitab, 
this year there will be an increase in your enthusiasm and ability. You might remain a little worried 
from your property. Taking care of your father and guru will be beneficial for you. You will maintain 
cordial relationships with your family members.

Remedies of Ketu in VarshaPhal

In this year for increasing the auspicious effects and reducing the inauspicious effects of Ketu, you 
should do these remedies.

(1) Donate turmeric, saffron or gram pulses at a religious place.
(2) Do not hit the dogs
(3) Take care of your family priest.

Other impotant predictions from Varsha-Phala

In your annual horoscope, Sun is situated in the 8th house from. Because of this, the results of the 
Sun will get completely destroyed. You should use milk to extinguish the fire of the oven in your home.
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In your annual horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 11th house. According to Lal Kitab, during this year, 
you may face financial loss. As a remedy, apply saffron around your navel area for 43 continuous 
days.
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